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We examine correlation functions within the correspondence between gauged su-
pergravity on anti-de Sitter space and N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory in Minkowski
space. The imaginary parts of four-point functions in momentum space are com-
puted, in addition to particular examples of three-point functions. Exchange di-
agrams for gravitons are included. The results indicate additional structure in
N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory at strong ‘t Hooft coupling and in the large N
limit.

1 Introduction

In the past few months much work has focused on the correspondence be-
tween superconformal field theory and string (M-)theory in an anti-de Sitter
background 1. In particular, the low energy supergravity regime of the com-
pactified AdSP+l string theory should correspond to the large Nc limit of a
~dimensional conformal field theory at large ‘t Hooft coupling A = g~MNC.
Fundamental to the correspondence is a holographic formulation relating con-
formal field theory correlators to those in supergravity 2’3: correlations in the
CFT are generated via,

(1)

Ssttgrais the bulk actionof the compactified string theory considered as a
functional of the boundary values of the fields, @o,j, and C?are composite (gauge
invariant) operators of the conformal Yang-Mills theory. These operators are
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dual to the boundary values of the supergravity fields in the sense that the
latter act as sources for the former, as can be seen from (l).

A specific example is the correspondence between d = 4 N = 4 super-
Yang-Mills theory in the large lVClimit at large A and type IIB supergravity
on AdS5 x S5 with radii R~d~ = R~5 = d ~m, where g+M = 4~gSt. It
is clear that testing the conjecture is not an easy task as the accesible regimes
for computations, A <<1 for super Yang-Mills theory and A >>1 for supergrav-
ity, do not overlap. Nevertheless two- and three-point correlators of certain
chiral primary operators and their descendants have been calculated and the
supergravity results were found to agree with the free-field results on the super
Yang-Mills side A>s$$,g. For two-point functions this was expected due to the
known existence of a non-renormalization theorem. For certain three-point
correlators a similar theorem was suspected to exist and in 8 this was conjec-
tured for all three-point functions of chiral operators from explicit computation.
Such a non-renormalization theorem should follow from the stringent covari-
ance constraints of the N = 4 superconformal algebra. Recent sub-leading
evidence has been given in 10.

Superconformal constraints are not expected to protect the four-point or
higher order correlation functions from renormalization. In particular, it is
not expected that the free-field Yang-Mills result will be reproduced by the
supergravity calculation. Evidence for this claim is the fact that certain four-
point functions have non-trivial A-dependence. They are affected by a’ string
corrections to the classical supergravity action, which correspond to A–1/2
terms in the strong (’t Hooft ) coupling expansion of the CFT 11’12’13. Thus,
an explicit comparison at n ~ 4 order is a non-trivial test of the dynamics of
N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. In view of the above, any indications of further
non-renormalization theorems for four-point functions of particular operators
would be very interesting on the field theory side.

As the calculation of full correlator expressions on AdS is technically diffi-
cult due to the graviton contribution, we will instead calculate the imaginary
part of four-point functions. This is accomplished in the gauged AdS super-
gravity using the unitarity constraints on Green’s functions; we shall provide
an ie prescription and compute the imaginary parts of the AdS correlators.
Though we limit ourselves to the imaginary parts in particular channels our
approach enables us to make predictions regarding the infinite summation of
planar graphs. Specifically, we may compare with the generically complicated
logarithmic dependence of the perturbative series in field theory. (The com-
plete correlators may also be found from our computations by performing an
additional one-parameter integral and adding diagrams containing four-point
vertices. )
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2 Kernels in AdS~+l

We need to formulate the supergravity theory in a Lorentzian signature version
of anti-de Sitter space in order to derive the imaginary parts within a given
channel. Most of the work relating to the AdS/ CFT correspondence has been
performed using the Euclidean version described in 3.“ Our prescription will be
to naively Wick rotate from Euclidean AdS to a Lorentzian form. Some care
has to be taken as in principle in Lorentzian signature, one has to confront the
subtlety that there are additional homogeneous solutions to the field equations
190the bulk supergravity modes are no longer uniquely determined from their
b~undary values. We will comment on this below.

In Euclidean space the bulk-bulk propagator for a given supergravity field
may be written as

(1)

where the pn (x) span a complete set of eigenfunctions of the kinetic operator
that obey the correct boundary conditions. The summation extends over all
quantum numbers, denoted by {n}, necessary to describe the solution and the
A: are the eigenvalues associated with p~(z). In Wick rotating to Lorentzian
signature one needs to provide an i~ prescription, A: + A%+ ie, in the denom-
inator of (1). The presence (as well as the sign) of the ie term is determined
by the physical requirement that at large timelike separations the positive fre-
quency modes dominate. Equivalently the two-point function of the fields in
question is then properly time-ordered.

We shall consider the halfspace Poincar6 coordinate system for AdS~+l
with metric

(2)

where xo ~ O. The metric qii is Minkowski with mostly plus signature and
qdd = –1, and the analytical continuation of the metric to its Euclidean form
is obvious. The boundary of AdS in these coordinates is the Minkowski space
R311 at zo = O and the single point zo = cm. This metric has a timelike
Killing vector ~/i3xd whose conserved charge we may interpret as the energy
and according to which an ie prescription may be given 20~21.

We will concern ourselves with scalar four-point functions in the dilaton-
axion sector of IIB supergravit y on AdS5 x S5. It was shown in 15 that at the
level of four-point fucntions this sector of the compactified supergravity theory

“There is a family of AdS quantum vacua with Euclidean signature preserving the isometry
structures.
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does not receive contributions from any other fields. The CFT operators which
correspond to these fluctuations are TrF2 and TrF~ for the dilaton and axion
respectively. The relevant part of the IIB action is given byb

where d = 4 and l/2E~ = f15N~/(%r)5 = N~/157r3 in terms of the N = 4
super-Yang-Mills variables. The proportionality of the supergravit y boundary
values to the CFT operators may be fixed by a two-point function calculation.
The cosmological constant A is related to the scale A of the Poincar6 metric
as

A=d(d–l)
A2 (4)

Below we will set the scale A to unity, in which case the scalar curvature
associated with the background AdS metric equals R = d(d + 1).

2.1 Scalars

We first recall the derivation of the propagator for a scalar field on anti-de Sitter
space. Along the way we find the correct ie prescription needed in Lorentzian
signature.

The covariant kinetic operator for massive scalars in a curved background
is

,. ( )‘o(z)= ii ‘a”fig””a”)-‘2 ‘(z)
= (z’+’d”(*d”)+x’aid’-m’)o’x) (5)

The differential operator in (5) has the eigenfunctions 15

where u = ~q > 0. The eigenfunctions PA(x) are labelled by the

four-vector ~, the conserved momentum along the boundary, and a continous

hour conventions for the Elemann and the Ricci tensorarethat Rptip’= %r.~ +rp;rti~ –

(P @ V) and RPP = RPUPV.
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eigenvalue A The other Bessel functions that are possible solutions of (5) do
not obey the Dirichlet boundary condition at Z. = O or are not well-behaved
in the interior of AdS.

The Euclidean bulk-bulk propagator for scalars is thus given by

and obeys

Ii(@(z)@(y)) = –Zg+w+l(z – y) = –
CP+l(x– y)

d“

? (7)

(8)

To obtain the Lorentzian signature version of the propagator we analytically
continue th~ dth coordinate. Requiring that the positive frequency modes
kj”r = +J(k) <0 dominate at large times we find that we should effectively
replace (k~)2 with – (k~0r)2 – i~ in (7).

In order to compute the conformd field theory correlation functions from
the supergravity diagrams we also need the bulk-boundary kernel for the
scalars:

A(E, g) = finPt3PGo(z, y)\ZCaA/I,

$%ldk(Y) =
/

d’%A(Z,~)dbound(:) ,

where h is the determinant of the induced metric on the
derivation of scalar Greens functions and technical details

2.2 Gravitons in hpo = O Gauge

(9)

boundary. Further
may be found in 7.

For simplicity we have chosen to work in the hpo = O gauge. Of course this
choice breaks the background isometrics of the AdS space and is therefore not
preferred above a covariant gauge such as g~vDphvp = O.

The source action is found in 7 (up to boundary terms which do not con-
tribute to bulk propagation) 15,

-&[,d+’.m [To,-&jToi
4

+o~ – ~3T03 2(d – 2, &Toi
‘TOO(d – l)z~ 0 1(d - l)z~ 02 ‘ “

(lo)
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Explicitly the Green’s function for the physical modes h+ is :

1

‘hL‘z’‘)= (Z,yo)’ ‘@’m*=”(z’‘)

One may also find the propagator for vectors in the A. = O gauge in a
similar way. In that case one obtains the source action 15.

-:p+’4mJo&o ~ (13)

The correlator of physical polarizations is proportional to the propagator of a
massive field with mass m2 = 1 – d

where p’ = (1 – d) + d2/4 (or p2 = 1 when d = 4).
A brief comment is in order about the apparent additional poles in the

A. = O and ~P = O propagator for the vector and the graviton. As we
mentioned at the beginning of this section boundary correlators should be
seen as S-matrix elements and in the derivation of S-matrix elements gauge
choices are in principle arbitrary. However the effective action will in general
be gauge dependent but gauge invariant, for example in the background field
method. Related is the light-cone Yang-Mills theory, in the spinor notated
form,

which has a similar structure as the gauge fixed actions above, and is readily
available to compute S-matrices as well as effective actions (including its N = 4
extension). Time derivatives are ~++.

Within the imaginary parts of the correlator involving non-covariantly
gauge fixed intermediate states, the additional poles in the latter terms of
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(10) do contribute. They lead to contributions in the holographic Feynman
d~agr~ms with a ❑ – is in the denominator and contribute to a cut only when
(ki +kj)2 = O. Presumably, these contact interactions exist to cancel spuriously
introduced infra-red divergent terms.

3 Unitarity and Cutting

We shall adopt the unitarity cutting procedure to the supergravity theory in
order to compute the four-point (and higher) correlators. In flat space the
imaginary part in a particular channel is read off by complex conjugation
through the identity,

1 1— — — = 27ri6(z) (1)
X+ic X—ie

Holding, for example, in the momentum space expression the external momenta
k? > 0 and analytically continuing Slz to negative values will pick out the
unitarit y cut in this channel. If we denote the generic four-point correlator,
C(&) and its complex conjugate C’*(~j); the imaginary part C’ – C’*, after
imposing S12 < 0 and k; > 0 receives a contribution only from cutting the
intermediate propagator in the S12 channel via the relation in (l).

To see the unitarity relations in its simplest form consider a scalar field
theory in Minkowski space with a cubic interaction. The propagator for this
field is given by the usual

Id4k
(K’(’) W)) = —

~ik(z-y)

(27r)4 k2 + m2 – ic
(2)

The tree level 2 + 2 scattering diagram is thus given by two vertices sand-
wiching a propagator. The imaginary part of this graph in the two-particle
channel is found through the use of (1); we immediately see that the graph
splits in the product of two three point graphs where the intermediate state is
on shell.

On the CFT side of the correspondence the imaginary parts are more
complicated to derive. The supergravity result should yield the leading strong
effective coupling term in the planar diagram sector of the theory where high
numbers of loops dominate. In gauge theory at one-loop the reduced ten-
sor integrations in supersymmetric theories enable one to find the complete
correlator (and effective actions) from explicit information of only the imagi-
nary parts in all channels 24’25.C The extraction of the imaginary part requires

CThis is even the csse for non-supersymmetric theories, provided one keeps the full form of
the dimensionally regulated integral functions.
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performing the phase space integral,

Iml~ An;l(kl,.. . ,&J= ~
/

dd2 A;~(kl,..., P;l, p;2, p;2 . . ..kJ
Al,A2

–AlxA:;~(kl, . . . ,pl >..., P> ’, M,., M, (3)

where d@2 is the two-particle phase space measure, d(p~)d(p~) @ (p? )@ (y:), and
we have suppressed color structures. Extracting the full amplitude follows from
the logarithmic orthogonality of the one-loop integral reduction formulae 24’25.

We have introduced the necessary ie terms in the Lorentzian formulation of
the AdS supergravity theory. The delta-function identity (1) then relates the
imaginary part of the four-point function in the two-particle channels to two
three-point boundary-boundary-bulk functions, the functional form of which
may be explicitly calculated.

4 Factorization

We shall illustrate our technique with a calculation involving four scalar fields,
axions, of IIB supergravity on AdS5 x S5. The general four-point scalar function
involves graphs built with a bulk four-point vertex, which do not contribute
to the imaginary parts in the Sij channels, and graphs with two three-point
vertices joined by an intermediate scalar or graviton line. We shall here con-
sider in detail the (C(~l)C(?z)G(;s)C(~d)) correlator dual to the the N = 4

SYM four-point function (~~=1 TrF~(Zi)) as it is the simplest to analyze. In
this case there are no four-point vertices and only six holographic diagrams of
the second type described above, each with an internal line associated with a
scalar or graviton in the s, t, or u channel.

4.1 Scalar Exchange

We first examine the contribution to this correlator coming from the dilaton
exhange. The @(z) C(Z)C(Z) vertex is,

.c@2c= –&mj!i?wcavc , (1)

and hence the expression for the correlator arising from an internal dilaton (~)
line is,

A&@ = ~&/dd+Izlm /dd+lz2m
x [gPv(zlP@(3 , ZI)~@(~21 Z1 )1G0,m2=o(zI >z2)

[go8(z2)8cyA(@z2)674(F4, z2)] , (2)
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together with the t- and u-channel diagrams. After Fourier transforming with
respect to the directions parallel to the boundary

(3)

we find the momentum space expression for the s-channel contribution to the
correlator

2 (d)
A$’$cc(h = # (ICI + k2 + ~3 + ~4)

ld’””~’+’ ldz”’~d+’

x 1(21, Z2, y“) I(F3, i4j 20)

I A
x (yozo)%d/2(AYo)Jd/2(Azo) , (4)

‘AA2 + (Zl + Z2)2 – ie

where,

The imaginary part of the expression in (4), when holding & > 0 and
s = (& + ~2)2 < (), receives a contribution equal to the effective replacement
of the bulk-bulk propagator with

“2Jv(,40yo) to oneThe A integral maybe performed and we shuffle the factory.
side of the cut and the z“-term to the other side (the additional factor of A is

cancelled by the delta function). We also have A = +Z G, with ~=~, +~z.
In general then, for any massive intermediate field (or gauge field for that

matter), the cut of the four-point holographic Feynman diagram reduces to
the product of two boundary-boundary-bulk three-point functions. In the case
above, in (4), we have the example of an internal scalar and hence
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Explicit calculations in order to find the imaginary parts are presented in
7. We define here the function,

++9’”’{i”:‘;,2,2 = – ~2k2 @ (9+ + ~-)+ (9:+ 9+4-+ 9:)

[1
+93(1– 9+)2~n 1– 9+ _

(w -%) w
qz(l – Cq-)z

[ 1}
In I–q_

(W -%) fl-
(8)

p=l

where q+ are the roots of the quadratic,

or,

(9)

It is noteworthy that the functional form of (8) contains only rational functions
in the external momenta and logarithms.

Similarly we have,

B&,2 = 2
()

8 P

{

1 1

~ (q+ – q_)’ q+(q+ – 1)+
N m q-(1– q_)

2

[1
In l–q+

[ 1}
l–q-

- (q+- q-) Q+ + (w ~ %) ln f7-
. (11)

p=1

The cut in the s-channel of the A$&C -correlation function arising from
the intermediate dllaton exchange is then,

Im A~&C(~j) =
.+

–~c$4(k1 + k2 + k3 + kl) M(~1,~2, A) M(k3, k4, A)lA2=_z2 ,

(12)

with

M(JG,Z2,A)= [
ad

–kl . k2B~,2,2 + kl— —B;,2,2
akl ‘2 ak’2 1

=
[
–IcI . k2B:,2,2 +

@BfJ4 “
(13)

Similar manipulations may be used to find the contribution from massive states
as well.
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We end this section by noting how the entire exchange diagram with the
intermediate scalar may be found. Effective y in the above we have integrated
completely the fifth coordinates y. and .zOlaying at the ends of the bulk-bulk
propagator. We may alternatively use these integrals to reconstruct the full
diagram through one more additional integral (i.e. the one over A),

I
cm

A%cc(@ = $6’% +22 +13 + Z4) ~ dA

. . A
M(z3, i4, A) .~M(kl,~2#)A2 + (;l + 12)2

(14)

(15)

The A integration is over a product of logarithms and rational functions.
Although we have examined a few of the diagrams involved in the gen-

eral correlator, the methods (and momentum space integration techniques)
generalize straightforwardly to most of the remaining cases.

This factorization occurs for all diagrams because the correlation func-
tions are generated through supergravity tree diagrams. In principle, one may
explicitly compute this way the contributions from the exchange of massive
scalars and other tensor fields, once the propagators are known. The general
structure of the imaginary part of any correlator in momentum space, following
from the generic structure of intermediate propagators in (1), is thus

~ 6@)(z, +1, +Z, +Z4) M’(i,,z2,A)M’(i3, r4,A)l,2=_,2 . (16)

I

This factorization at strong coupling is a notable feature in field theory, given
that in general, unitarity cuts in perturbation theory introduce multi-particle
phase space integrals over intermediate states (momenta, helicity, spin). These
phase space integrals generically do not result in sums of factorized products
of functions.d

5 Implications for N = 4 SYM

Although we have not provided evidence for a possible non-renormalization
theorem, as the diagrams on the field theory side have not been computed, we
would like to point out how the logarithmic dependence in the example of the

(&l Tr~pV~p~ (ki)) correlator might arise.
First, generically in perturbation theory one encounters Lil+l (z) functions,

i.e. polylogarithms,

/

x

Lik(z) = –
~t Li&~(t)

t’ ‘io(x)= (1: z) ‘
(17)

o

‘We would like to thank Zvi Bern for numerous discussions on this point.
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at each l-loop order. For example, in d-dimensions at one-loop all n-point
functions may be algebraically reduced onto a basis of integral functions present
in ppoint functions with p < d 29. In four dimensions all of these integral
functions have been computed and contain only rational functions, logarithms,
and dilogarithms. At higher-loop certain classes of Feynman diagrams have
been computed; however, one may understand the logarithmic dependence by
examining the cut structure. For example, consider taking a two-particle cut
of a double box function in the s-channel, which separates the double box
into a product of a four-point tree and four-point loop. The phase space
integral of the (off-shell, i.e. k? # O) cut double-box involves a two-body
phase space integration over a rational function times a function involving
dilogarithms. Such integrations, in principle, produce Li3 (x) functions. One
may approximately understand the complicated cut structure of higher loop
Feynman diagrams in this manner.

The fact that at large coupling, the imaginary part in a two-particle chan-
nel involves only a product of functions possessing at most logarithms has
the immediate prediction that the result may not arise at one-loop in field
theory. This is because there are no one-loop integral functions possessing a
s~j-channel cut that can produce squares of logarithms (as they do not cancel
in preceding sections). This is not directly relevant for our calculation since
the free-field result of the corresponding CFT correlator (Tr ~~=1 F’2(zi)) is
higher than one-loop. We are therefore unable to extract any concrete infor-
mation from our result regarding possible non-renormalization theorems. This
would change, of course, if one were to compute correlators of bilinem operators
where the free-field result is one-loop. From the above computations it is clear
that the presence of logarithm squared terms is generic. It does seem therefore
unlikely that AdS four-point correlators reflect free-field computations from
the CFT-side, though we cannot say this with certainty.

Regardless the interpretation of the strong coupling result within the field
theory context requires that either: the degree Lik functions conspire to cancel
at every order in perturbation theory. Or, on the other hand, the resumma-
tion of the large number of loops add in a dramatic fashion (after resumming
and expanding in the inverse ‘t Hooft coupling constant A = g~MN,). An
explicit demonstration of either of these possibilities is difficult to present at
the moment and deserves further study.

6 Conclusion

In this work we have computed all of the integrals necessary for a complete
evaluation of the imaginary parts of the general N = 4 current correlator at
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strong coupling in the ‘t Hooft limit. In the Lorentzian signature formulation
of the correspondence, an ie prescription is provided that permits the cutting
of the scalar and graviton propagators. In this work the graviton is analyzed in
the non-covariant hUO= O gauge; however, other gauge choices lead to similar
results.

Explicit expressions are given here for the imaginary parts in the two-
particle channels in the boundary theory momentum space. There are two
noteworthy aspects found by ex~min~ng the imaginary parts. First, the imag-
inary part for the (~~=1 TrF~”FPv (kj )) correlator at strong ‘t Hooft coupling
factorizes into a product of identical functions; generically (and in any gauge
choice) any correlator will also factorize at strong effective coupling into a sum
of products of functions due to the correspondence with the classical super-
gravity formulation. Second, after explicitly computing the integrals we see
that the final expressions contain only logarithms and rational functions in the
kinematic invariants. This feature is difficult to see in pure N = 4 super-Yang-
Mills theory, as generically polylogarithms of any degree are expected. The
expressions derived in this work indicate large orders of cancellations of such
logarithmic functions.

The simplicity of the final expressions suggest that an additional non-
trivial structure besides the superconformal constraints might be appearing in
the N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory at strong coupling (e.g. 30). It would be
interesting to find out if there were any further symmetries of the classical
field equations of gauged supergravity on anti-de Sitter space; the associated
conserved charges would induce those on the boundary theory and give rise
to further Ward identities (possibly explaining the simple momentum space
integral results obtained in this work). Such symmetries are known to exist
in several sets of field theory equations of motion: in the context of recur-
sively generated conserved currents of self-dual Yang-Mills field equations, and
Liouville theory which is classically equivalent to a free field theory.

Further work in N = 4 requires in the least a one-loop calculation associ-
ated with the four-point correlators. A calculation of the (H~=l TYFU”FY” (ki))
correlator in N = 4 field theory would shed light, for example, on how our re-
sults appear not to agree with free-field N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory. Free-
field expressions agree at the three-point function level for correlators of chiral
primary operators (and their descendants); however, conformal invariance con-
strains these functions tightly (up to a finite number of constants). Our results
indicate that generically for any four-point AdS boundary correlator the imag-
inary part will contain squares of logarithms. Such terms cannot be produced
in field theory at one-loop and we therefore expect that the four-point functions
indeed carry non-trivial information about the dynamics of N = 4 super-Yang-
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Mills theory, where the kinematic structure is not constrained by conformal
invariance alone. For bilinear operators the free-field result is one-loop. We
emphasize that within the AdS/CFT correspondence these functions are rel-
atively simple and factorize in the two-particle channels at strong coupling.
Similar features are not expected in I/NC corrections arising from string-loop
effects in the AdS background.

A complete evaluation of the correlator is also accessible with the tech-
niques we have generated in this work. Most of the necessary integrals have
been computed and only the ones arising from four-point vertices need to be
added. The latter integrals have been computed in position space. Lastly, pos-
sible connections to the Regge limit of N = 4 super-Yang-Mills theory would
be worth exploring considering the simple results 31.
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